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NEOTECH’s MANDOLIN/UKULELE STRAP offers compact comfort and ideal connection systems! 

 

Finally, mandolin and ukulele players can customize a strap to exactly fit their needs while benefiting from the 
weight reduction comfort of NEOTECH straps. It can even be used on small guitars! It’s easy to attach and 
holds an instrument securely. The strap comes with several options for customizing the length as well as the 
method of attachment. Both sides of the strap have extension pieces which can be adjusted or quickly removed 
with quick-release buckles if needed in order to get the shoulder pad positioned perfectly. Each extension piece 
can add 5.75” – 8.75” (14,6 cm – 22,2 cm) to the strap. While the back of the strap offers a quick-release  
leather tab for use with a strap pin, the front side offers two choices of attachment hardware also with a quick-
release buckle. It offers a loop attachment with a triglide buckle to secure around either the headstock or the 
scroll of an F-style mandolin as well as a top-grade leather attachment for instruments with a strap pin. The 
modular system makes the most versatile and comfortable strap on the market. With extra 
MANDOLIN/UKULELE CONNECTORS (available separately) a set of connectors can be kept on a second 
instrument to make switching from one to another faster and easier than ever! 
 
The revolutionary MANDOLIN/UKULELE STRAP  has an incredible adjustability range from 32"-60" (81,3 cm - 
152,4 cm) and makes instruments feel 50% lighter and 100% more comfortable. The neoprene pad comfortably 
conforms to the shape of your shoulder and makes playing for long gigs a joy. It’s easy to attach and holds your 
instrument securely so that you can concentrate on the music. The unique connection system also enables 
quick and easy removal of the strap when storing the mandolin/ukulele in its case. The tailored design of the 
MANDOLIN/UKULELE STRAP appeals to users of all playing ability and the comfort is unmatched by any 
other strap. Available in black, it's sure to be a favorite! 
 
Neotech continues to innovate quality products to meet the ever-changing needs of the avid musician. We 
proudly make our products in the USA using top-quality materials as we feel you deserve the very best! For 
more information about our products, please call 800-251-7815, e-mail info@neotechstraps.com or visit us 
online at www.neotechstraps.com or www.optechusa.com.  
 


